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K
(10)

Finding of extrema Majors errors in finding maximum 
height and maximum speed.

Maximum height and maximum 
speed are found, but there are 
minor errors or no justification 
whatsoever is given.

Maximum height and maximum 
speed are found correctly.

Both maximum height and 
maximum speed are found 
correctly, with complete 
justifications

I
(5)

Writing function for height Student misinterprets information 
in problem and writes unphysical 
equation for height above ground.

Student misinterprets some 
information in problem and 
writes partially correct equation 
for height above ground.

Student is able to interpret 
information in problem and write 
accurate equation for height 
above ground.

Student is able to interpret all 
information in problem and write 
correct and well-justified 
equation for height above 
ground.

I
(5)

Relationship between 
dimensions and height, speed

Student proposes unreasonable 
relationship.

Student proposes reasonable but 
incorrect relationship; some 
evidence is provided.

Student proposes correct 
relationship, but provides little 
evidence for it.

Student proposes a correct 
relationship and provides ample 
evidence to support it.

C
(5)

Explanations Does not clearly explain or justify 
solution.

Some explanation and 
justifications of solution.

Full explanation and justifications 
of solution.

Explains, justifies and shows 
insight into the complexities of 
the solution.

C
(5)

Graphs Graphs are missing several 
elements and are too small to be 
useful.

Graphs are missing some elements 
or are too small to be useful.

Graphs include all elements (tic 
and axis labels, key, etc.) and are 
sized appropriately.

Graphs are made using 
technology, include all elements, 
and are appropriately sized.

A
(5)

Design proposal A physically unreasonable design 
is proposed

A design is given, but it is difficult 
to tell from description whether it 
is reasonable. 

A physically reasonable design is 
given. 

Interesting and physically 
reasonable design is described 
well.

A
(5)

Maximum speed of proposed 
design.

Maximum speed is calculated, but 
with major errors.

Maximum speed is calculated with 
minor errors.

Maximum speed is calculated 
correctly.

Maximum speed is calculated 
correctly and efficiently.


